SUMMARY Recently, researches and developments for measuring and modeling of the human body have been receiving much attention. Our aim is to reconstruct an accurate shape of a human foot from multiple camera images, which can capture dynamic behavior of the object. In this paper, a foot-shape database is used for accurate reconstruction of human foot. By using Principal Component Analysis, the foot shape can be represented with new meaningful variables. The dimensionality of the data is also reduced. Thus, the shape of object can be recovered efficiently, even though the object is partially occluded in some input views. To demonstrate the proposed method, two kinds of experiments are presented: reconstruction of human foot in a virtual reality environment with CG multi-camera images, and in real world with eight CCD cameras. In the experiments, the reconstructed shape error with our method is around 2 mm in average, while the error is more than 4 mm with conventional volume intersection method.
Introduction
In recent years, anthropometry has been used widely in criminal forensics, medical diagnoses and biomedical applications [10] . Anthropometry also plays an important part in the design of clothes and shoes, which need to be fit to the human body. In order to create the best shoes, the focus is always on the measurement of biomechanical behavior of a large amount of human data [12] . However, to analyze such an amount of data is an arduous task. Fortunately, modern computers make it possible to do accurate measurement automatically in three-dimensions (3-D) by computer vision and image processing techniques [6] .
For anthropometry, the 3-D foot scanner is regarded as one of the most useful instruments. Some 3-D foot scanners have even become commercially available. The feet contribute to our movements, thus the dynamic behavior of it is the most important factor in practice. However, since the measurement space is fixed and the position constraint of cameras is strict, the 3-D foot scanners are difficult to capture the foot's dynamic behavior. Our research focuses on the dynamic behavior acquisition of foot in a relative free † † The author is with the Department of Information and Computer Science, Keio University, Yokohama-shi, 223-8521 Japan.
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space and 3-D reconstruction of foot model. We intend to achieve this objective in two steps: first, establish a dynamic foot information acquisition system and exploit an application that can reconstruct 3-D foot shape from still frames; second, develop the still foot-shape reconstruction system for dynamic 3-D foot model recovery. In this paper, we will concentrate on the first step. Triangulation-based structured light method, time-offlight range finder and multiple view-based techniques are generally used for object surface acquisition. The precision of the measurement and the simplicity of use have made structured light and time-of-flight range finder the most widely used systems for surface measurement. However, depending on the size and resolution of the object surface, the acquisition time can range from seconds to half minute. This fact requires the human body contains a stable pose during the measurement and the dynamic behavior cannot be captured.
On the other hand, multiple camera systems can be used to acquire a set of images around an object synchronously. The 3-D shape model is derived from multiple camera images by analyzing the object's image features. For instance, the "volume intersection algorithm" [7] extracts the silhouettes from multiple camera images, then the silhouette information is combined to form a 3-D model [16] , [17] . However, because this method cannot recover concave surfaces and needs a large number of viewpoints, high accuracy is still difficult.
However, since its high acquisition speed, the dynamic behaviors of object can be captured by the multiple camera system. Thus, in this work the multiple camera system is used for image capture. Then, in order to enhance the accuracy, a deformable model based method is proposed. This method makes use of an initial model. The position and orientation of the initial model is represented by scale, rotation and translation. The shape of initial model is controlled by a set of shape parameters, which are derived from a footshape database. The shape parameters update the model in a systematic behavior and thus the object's true shape can be stably recovered without unwanted ambiguities. The appropriate pose parameters and shape parameters are estimated by an optimization procedure with cost functions, which are established according to a perspective projection relation between 3-D model and multiple 2-D camera images.
During the optimization process, we must give attention to the occlusion issue. When a sample point is ocCopyright c 2006 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers cluded, it is not visible in all of the multi-camera images. Thus, the occluded sample point will not contribute to the images. A novel method to assess sample point occlusion is also proposed in this paper.
The proposed method is implemented with both CG and real data experiments. The validity of our proposed method is also demonstrated by comparison with the volume intersection method.
Method

Multiple Camera System
The term "multi-camera images" refers to images acquired from different positions in the space describing the same scene (Fig. 1) .
All the cameras involved in the acquisition system should be calibrated. To calibrate the camera system, various methods can be used. In this work, a convenient selfcalibration method is adopted. This method only requires the cameras to observe a planar pattern shown in few different orientations and a cubic reference object. Then to track a light marker in the calibration space from each viewing point synchronized [8] . The procedure as follows:
• Estimate the intrinsic parameters by Zhengyou Zhang's flexible calibration method [18] .
• Compute the initial estimate of the extrinsic parameters with the Direct Linear Transform method [1] , using a cubic reference object.
• Track a distinct marker synchronized from all the viewing points.
• By using the epipolar constraint provided by the marker positions in all the input views, the initial estimation of the extrinsic parameters is refined with the down-hill simplex optimization algorithm.
After the calibration, all the camera parameters of the multi-camera system are obtained. Fig. 1 Setup of the system, the IEEE1394 CCD cameras are synchronized together and connected to a PC, which digitizes the images.
Implementation of Proposed Method
Multi-camera images of anthropometry usually contain complex objects. Attempting to reconstruct particular structures in such images in 3-D can be a difficult task. However, deformable model-based methods can cope with these complex images. Here we propose a novel deformable modelbased foot-shape reconstruction method.
As shown in Fig. 2 , this method makes use of a initial model of what is expected in the images. The model is described by pose parameters and shape parameters. The pose parameters include scale, rotation and translation. The shape parameters combine statistical knowledge of the object's shape and shape variation from a training set of manually labeled instances of the object in terms of principal component analysis (PCA). By adjusting the pose and shape parameters, the model is as close to the object surface as it can be.
Initial Model
Our method starts from an initial model. The initial model is generated from a foot-shape database (we call it training set) including m right foot models.
The training set is aligned manually when it is established. Each foot model is composed of n sample points ( 
wherev i is the coordinate vector of a sample point of standard model. i is the index of n sample points. v i j is the corresponding sample point of every foot model. j is the index of m foot models. In this work the standard model is used as the initial model.
Pose Matching between Initial Model and Object
After the initial model and multi-camera images are acquired, the position and orientation of the initial model should be registered with the multi-camera images.
The pose of a 3-D model is defined like a camera model by its scale, rotation and translation [15] . Assuming the same 3-D model with different poses in an identical coordinate system are described as V A and V B . The transform from V A to V B can be described as follows
where A = diag(s, s, s) is a scaling matrix by scale factor s, R is rotation matrix with θ = (θ x , θ y , θ z ) and T = (T x , T y , T z ) T is translation vector [5] . In order to modify the pose parameters, the silhouettes of multi-camera images are utilized to calculate the cost function. Because all of the camera parameters (including intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) have been estimated, 3-D model's sample points can be projected onto the multicamera images by transforming their world coordinates to the 2-D image coordinates via Eq. (3).
where v i world and v i image are the world coordinate vector and image coordinate vector of sample point v i respectively. P is projection matrix [4] . In this way the 3-D model and 2-D multi-camera images are related. Because the intensity I i j of silhouette pixel is always higher than the background pixel in a binary image. Thus, updating the pose parameters to maximize the cost function E pose (Eq. (4)) allows the 3-D model to approach the true shape of the object.
where, i is the index of f binary silhouette images of multicamera images, j is the index of n sample points.
Principal Component Analysis Based Shape Parameters
Each example in the training set is represented in a 3n (here n = 372) dimensional space. Thus a set of m example shapes gives a group of n sample points in this 3n dimensional space. We assume that all the sample points lie within some region of the space, which is called the "Allowable Shape Domain" [2] , [3] . Every sample point in this domain gives a set of sample points whose shape is broadly similar to that of those in the training set. Thus by moving about the Allowable Shape Domain new shapes can be generated. However the computation cost will go up as n increases. So we try to find an efficient approach in a low dimensional space. In order to achieve this goal, PCA is applied. PCA is an effective approach to describe the statistical relationship within a training set of objects. It can reduce the dimensionality of the data to make something more manageable. For each shape in the training set we calculate its deviation from the standard modelv (Eq. (1)) as:
We can then calculate the 3n ×3n covariance matrix S, using
The principal components describe the modes of variation of the shape, are given by eigenvectors of covariance matrix S such that
where λ k is the corresponding eigenvalue of eigenvector p k and λ k > λ k+1 . It can be shown that the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to the largest eigenvalues describe the most significant modes of variations. Then the variations can be explained by a small number of modes, q. This means that the 3n dimensional space is approximated by a q dimensional space, where q is chosen so that the smallest number of the modes such that the sum of their variances explains a sufficiently large proportion of λ T , the total variance of all the variables.
Any samples in our Allowable Shape Domain (i.e., any allowable shape) can be reached by adding a linear combination of the eigenvectors to the standard modelv (Sect. 2.2.1).
where 
Using the Method for Search Images
How to update the pose and shape parameters to better fit the images is an important issue in this work. This is achieved by finding (dT, dθ, ds, dB) which best map the current set of sample points onto the optimal location that fit the object surface. These parameters are updated in an iterative scheme is given by
During the update, if the difference of translation is too big, the refinement of the other parameters will be invalid. Therefore, we assume the optimization of rotation parameters θ, scale parameter s and shape parameters B starts when the coinciding area of the sample points' projection and silhouettes is more than 80%, and the iteration stops until there is no changing about sample points' positions between the last iteration and the current iteration.
As described in Sect. 2.2.2, the world coordinates of the sample points can be projected onto an image plane in terms of the projection matrix P. And the pose parameters were refined by maximizing the cost function (Eq. (4)). A cost function is also needed for shape parameters. The cost function is given by
where i is the index of f cameras, j is the index of sample points. I i j is the intensity of the projection pixel of sample
I i j is the average of I i j . w i j is a weight factor. The smaller the cost function becomes, the more the sample point position becomes credible. However, let's assume the background of the multi-camera image is black, i.e. the background pixel value is "0". When the projection of a sample point is in the background in all the multicamera images, the cost function will be 0, however this is not desirable. In order to overcome this issue, a constraint condition is specified: the euclidean distance D i j between the edge of the object in multi-camera images and the "contour sample points" (CSPs). CSPs are sample points whose projections are on the border of all the sample points' projection area in image plane. To minimize this distance, the sample points are prevented from moving to the wrong area in the images. The cost function then becomes
where w i j is also weight factor. The optimization of the cost function is performed with the "Rosenbrock algorithm" [11] . The exploration of CSPs is explained in the next section with a discussion on the occlusion issue.
Occlusion
When an object is observed from a viewpoint, part of the object may be invisible due to self-occlusion or obstacles.
In Fig. 4 , the solid line triangles on foot surface represent the polygons that face the camera O, the dash line triangles represent the polygons on the far surface from the camera. It is obvious that the polygons on the far surface are invisible, i.e. the vertices (sample points) of the invisible polygons are occluded. The occluded sample points will not contribute to the model reconstruction. In order to address the occlusion issue, a novel occlusion assessment method is exploited. First, we investigate the spatial relationship between each sample point and all the polygons in an image plane. Like that was described in [13] , the relationships can be represented as follows:
• Inside: A point lies inside a triangle;
• Outside: A point lies outside a triangle;
• Border: A point is on the border of a triangle;
• Superposition: A point superposes a vertex of a triangle.
For our purposes, we assume "Border" is classified as "Inside" and "Superposition" comes under "Outside". This leaves only two relationships: Inside and Outside (Fig. 5 ). "Inside" and "Outside" can be determined by a cosine theorem based method (for detail see Appendix A.1).
In the "Outside" cases, the sample points is not oc- cluded, whereas the "Inside" cases are complex. In Fig. 4 , the projection of occluded vertex F is inside a polygon's projection. However, although D's projection is also inside a polygons' projection, D is not occluded. In our strategy, for instance, in order to assess whether W is occluded by XYZ, the world coordinates of W X, Y and Z are transformed to camera coordinates, as W , X , Y and Z respectively. The expression of the plane X Y Z is
2).
If the sample points' projections are on the contour of all the sample points' projection area, these sample points' projection may not be inside any polygons' projection. These points are so called CSPs. In Fig. 4, A, B , and C are CSPs. Their projections lie on the contour of the total projection area.
In order to reflect the occlusion's effect on the process, we redefine the shape parameters cost function as
where
Experiments
Computer Graphics Data
In order to validate the proposed method in a convenient way, a computer graphics experiment was performed. The multi-camera system includes 32 ( f = 32) virtual cameras is created by Povray [9] . Multi-camera images of a premade foot model with random pattern texture were generated by this system (Fig. 6 ). The resolution is 640 × 480 pixels.
In the experiments, a human foot database including 397 adults' right foot is used. Table 1 shows the detail of the database. The first row is foot size. The second and third rows describe the number of samples to each size of men and women respectively. Each foot model is composed of 372 sample points. As described in Sect. 2.2.3, the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to the largest eigenvalues describe the most significant modes of variations. The shape parameters are derived from these most significant modes of variations. The contribution ratio of each mode for describing the model shape is calculated as
where λ i is the eigenvalue of the covariance matrix, λ T is the sum of all the eigenvalues. Furthermore, the cumulative contribution ratio (Eq. (15)) may help us to determine how many modes of variations should be adopted. Table 2 shows the contribution and cumulative contributions of the training set. It can be found that more than 90% of the variance is explained by the first 12 modes of variations. The 13th mode and higher modes' contribution ratios are less than 0.5%, thus the influence of them can be ignored. The first 12 modes are considered to be the principal components. The weights of these modes are treated as shape parameters.
The result of the proposed iterative method is shown Fig. 7 The projection of sample points are getting coincide with the object image, during iterative process (from the top left to right bottom) in a CG experiment.
in Fig. 7 . The point group is the projection of all of the sample points. In order to display the result distinctly, the sample points are projected to the silhouette images that are extracted by background subtraction. During the iteration (from top left to right bottom) the sample points converge on fitting the foot image well. Figure 8 is reconstructed surface displayed in 3-D.
Since volume intersection is a popular surface reconstruction technique, we are very interested in a comparison with it. Figure 9 is the volume intersection reconstructed 3-D model. Comparing with the result of the proposed method, the volume intersection's result gives unnatural impress, particularly in the concave parts of the surface.
Because this experiment was done with a premade foot model, the root mean square error (RMSE) between the result model and premade model can be a reasonable assessment. RMSE of the proposed method's result is 2.21 mm, and the RMSE of volume intersection is 4.44 mm. According to this comparison, we can say our proposed method gives more precise results than volume intersection.
In our previous research, the 3-D Active Contour Models (3-D ACM) is used for reconstruction of foot model [14] . More than 3000 control points are aligned on the surface. Although a smooth foot model was obtained, some important foot-shape features are neglected. This is mostly because of the smoothing effect of ACM is difficult to control. In addition, 3-D ACM's RMSE is around 3.50 mm. This error is also inferior to the proposed method in this paper. Figure 10 shows an instance of the forementioned methods in 2-D image plane. The solid curve describes the real foot surface contour. White points are sample points. In Fig. 10 (a) , we can see the result of volume intersection has large errors. Although a smooth model surface is obtained by the 3-D ACM based method, errors occurred near the corner part of the object surface (inside the dash line circle in Fig. 10 (b) ). On the other hand, the result of the proposed method in this paper (Fig. 10 (c) ) generates the most reasonable 3-D model.
Real Data
We also performed real data experiments. 8 CCD cameras ( f = 8) are utilized to capture images, with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. In order to make the surface texture of the object stand out, the examinees put on socks. The multicamera images are shown in Fig. 11 (a), (b) . Because the pose matching process need silhouette images, the silhouettes are extracted previously. In the CG experiment, silhouettes are extracted by background subtraction. Because the real data's background is more complex than CG data, not only the background subtraction, but also manual removal of the unwanted parts, e.g. the leg, is implemented. Although the manual "leg removal" work is a little complicated, for 8 Fig. 12 The projection of sample points are getting coincide with the object image, during iterative process (from the top left to right bottom) in a real data experiment. multi-camera images it is still acceptable. The silhouette images are shown in Fig. 11 (c), (d) . Although the silhouettes are obtained, some gaps occurred simultaneously. Because these gaps are generated after erasing the leg part, we call it "leg occlusion gaps". Figure 12 shows the result of the proposed method. The 3-D result is shown in Fig. 13 . We also compared the result with volume intersection's result (Fig. 14) . We can see the reconstructed model is quite rough. This happened principally because of the "leg occlusion" phenomenon. The volume intersection back-projects the voxels to multi-camera silhouette image in a cone space, then intersects all the cones to build a volume, which is guaranteed to contain the object. This approach relies on obtaining the smallest volume. Consequently, if there are big gaps on the silhouettes, the surface reconstruction will fail. Although using more cam- eras can enhance the reconstructed 3-D model, to increase the number of cameras is difficult in clinical situations and the computation cost will also increases drastically. Thus, improving the 3-D model without increasing the cameras is required. In our proposed method, the image gaps are recovered by initial model, and the initial model can be directed to the correct position with the effect of adjacent sample points around the gaps. Another difference between CG data and real camera data is that we don't have a pre-known answer. Thus, validation of the results is a difficult problem. In this work, an experiment on a plastic foot model is carried out. The geometric information of the foot model was measured previously. The multi-camera images are shown in Fig. 15 . The result of our iterative method is shown in Fig. 16 . The RMSE is 2.46 mm. The error is similar to the CG experiment.
Since there is no effect like "leg occlusion gaps" for a plastic foot model, the result of volume intersection method (Fig. 17) is not as bad as Fig. 14 . However, because the number of cameras is indeed not enough, the reconstructed 3-D model is still too rough to be considered an acceptable approach. On the other hand, under the same condition, a more accurate 3-D model is obtained in terms of our proposed method (Fig. 18 ).
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a novel deformable model-based foot-shape reconstruction method. The images of human foot are acquired by a multi-camera system in a free space. The reconstructed 3-D foot models have relative high accuracy. Because PCA reduced the dimensions for representation, the object shape can be recovered efficiently. Stable object shape is obtained, even though the object is partially occluded in some of the input views. Particularly, more satisfactory 3-D models are reconstructed versus the volume intersection method.
However, there are still remaining issues. Since the sole of the foot cannot be recovered by our multi-camera system, we use the sole of the initial model from the database as a substitute. In future work, we aim for recovery of the total foot shape including sole in terms of additional cameras glass floor.
In future work, the reconstructed model of our proposed method will be used as initial model for motion data processing. Then, by tracking the sample points in an image sequence, foot's dynamic behavior can be registered. Exploiting automatic "leg removal" is also one of our future works. 
